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Abstract 
Modeling and simulation are recognized as effective tools for management and decision support across 
various disciplines; however, poor communication of results to end users is a major obstacle for properly 
using and understanding model output. Visualizations can play an essential role in making modeling 
results accessible for management and decision-making. Virtual Reality (VR), and the VR implementation 
in Geography-related domains known as Virtual Geographic Environments (VGEs) are popular and 
potentially very rewarding ways to visualize socio-environmental models. However, using them properly in 
the context of system modeling is still a challenge. There is a fundamental conflict between abstraction 
and realism: models are always goal-driven, and created to simplify reality and to focus on certain crucial 
aspects of the system; while VR, by definition, attempts to replicate reality as closely as possible, and has 
often been technology-driven. While there are benefits to showing things as they are, this elevated 
realism may add to the complexity curse in modeling, and the message might be diluted by too many 
(background) details. This conflict between ‘the desire to show a phenomenon with high fidelity’ versus 
‘losing information because of too much detail’ is linked to the concepts of information overload and 
cognitive load. Moreover, modeling is always associated with the treatment of uncertainty - something we 
do need to keep in mind when projecting model results into a virtual reality. In this paper, we examine the 
use of VR and, specifically, VGEs in socio-environmental modeling based on the literature, and discuss 
how VGEs and simulation modeling can be married in a mutually beneficial way that makes VGEs more 
effective for users, at the same time broadening the usage of simulation modeling to new problems.  
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Introduction 
Virtual Geographic Environments (VGEs) are a type of web- and computer-based geographic 
visualizations built by merging geographic knowledge, virtual reality technology, network technology, and 
geographic information technology with the objective of providing enhanced understanding and 
experiencing of the physical world. They allow users to ‘feel the environments in person’ by means of 
stimulating the senses and creating the feeling of presence, to explore the environments ‘beyond reality’ 
by simulating geographic phenomena and supporting collaborative geographic experiments (Chen, Lin, 
and Lu 2017). In addition to geographic information technologies, VGEs have been largely powered by 
the developments in Virtual Reality (VR) and related domains, for example, by the achievements of the 
computer gaming and animation industries. As such, they already use substantial amounts of dynamic 
modeling to describe the movement of objects and to implement various visualization techniques. 
However, more recently, there is a growing interest in using socio-environmental models in the context of 
VGE (Lin et al. 2013; Lin, Chen, and Lu 2013; Lin et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2013, 2015). Socio-
environmental models are models employed for the simulation of environmental processes and 
interactions between societal and environmental systems (Voinov et al. 2014). As VGEs seek realism, 
they need to mimic reality as closely as possible including the dynamic features that change with time. 
This desire to represent an evolving reality leads to increasing interest in process-based modeling, which 
can improve the background for actions that take place in the VGEs. Process-based models go beyond 
empirical interpretations of available data and also use theoretical knowledge about the processes 
involved, as well as information generated from previous studies of analogous systems. This makes them 
more realistic for extrapolation beyond the scope of the data sets available.  

Socio-environmental modeling has been developing over the past 40+ years as a useful tool for decision 
support, communication and understanding of system dynamics. Models have been developed for 
various systems at different scales, from global - e.g. Global Climatic Models (Dickinson 1984; Semenov 
and Stratonovitch 2010), to local - e.g. models of fishponds (Svirezhev, Krysanova, and Voinov 1984), 
predator prey interactions (Voinov 2008), bushfires (Plucinski et al. 2017), floods (Xie et al. 2017) or 
‘smart cities’ (Kramers et al. 2014). Some of these spatio-temporal models can certainly be useful for an 
improved representation of the physical environment in VGEs including both the physical, ecological and 
social features (say, display how vegetation grows as we progress through seasons, or how areas get 
flooded in case of a major storm, or how cities grow with their populations). Representing such spatio-
temporal aspects of the real world can potentially make a VGE feel more real and immersive to its users.  

Even more promising are the powers of VGEs that can be used to enhance the communicative function of 
some models. While communication of knowledge is certainly one of the main purposes of modeling 
(Voinov 2008), it has been recognized that communicating model output to end users, especially to non-
professionals or even researchers from different domains, is a challenging task (Lee et al. 2016). The 
context for each user is different and each is often concerned with only a specific part of a model rather 
than all of it. Usually models tell their stories in text, tables and graphics. Identifying effective ways to 
enable ‘zooming in’ on the relevant parts of the model would be of huge benefit to its users and to the 
knowledge sharing function of any model. Indeed, the ambition behind using a VGE is that by placing the 
model results in a visual form that can be ‘naturally consumed’ by humans, we create powerful interactive 
tools to assist, or even drive decision-making and human behavior. However, it is yet to be explored how 
we can do this properly, making sure that VR indeed helps convey the message rather than distract 
stakeholders from the science, and analyses that come out of the modeling exercises.  

In this conceptual paper, we reflect on the possible synergies between process-based systems models 
and VGEs that we may want to develop in the future. 

Modeling and complexity 
Since the term ‘modeling’ has been vastly overused in the scientific literature, let us first clarify some 
pertinent definitions to avoid any misunderstanding. Here we define a model in the most general sense as 
a simplification, thus an abstraction of reality (Batty and Torrens 2005). Be it a conceptual/statistical/ 
mathematical or a graphic/visual model (e.g. a cartographic map or a 3D city model), the purpose of 
modeling is to create an abstract representation that focuses on what is most important for the purpose of 



its creation, that is, to answer a particular question or to meet the needs of a particular project (Voinov 
2008). Throughout this paper, the word modeling refers to numerical modeling when in context of spatio-
temporal modeling or when used as a standalone term, whereas it also refers to scientific visualization 
when it is used in context of 3D models or 3D modeling.  

As simplifications of reality, models cannot and should not include as many details as possible. The art of 
modeling is about determining the most important elements, interactions, processes and factors. Human 
beings seek to simplify and abstract the reality, because most phenomena in the real world are too 
complex to comprehend. While creating a model, we focus on particular elements and features of reality 
that we find important for the purpose we have in mind. By definition, models are designed to focus only 
on some aspects of reality. As a result, obviously no model is a perfect representation of reality. Box’s 
(1976) well-known saying that  “all models are wrong but some are useful" is a concise expression of this. 

This may sound somewhat contrary to some efforts in domains such as physics or engineering, where the 
goal of modeling is usually to include as many details about the studied system as possible. A common 
argument is that it is only the lack of data, information or computational power that stops us from doing 
so. For example, in engineering, a big step in simplification might take place inadvertently when we 
decide on the object of our analysis: once we decide that it is a bridge that we are modeling, anything that 
is not relevant to that bridge will be excluded from the analysis. With this ‘simplification’, arguably we can 
afford examining more details about that bridge.   

As opposed to the engineering context such as the one presented above, in socio-environmental 
modeling, we deal with systems that are open, evolving and adapting; and as such they are not clearly 
defined and separated from their environment in space and time. We model these systems to improve our 
understanding of processes and phenomena involved, and to analyze the extreme scenarios of what is 
possible and what can happen (e.g. extreme natural hazards such as floods or landslides, or extreme 
socio-economic situations like epidemics or market crashes or changes in subsidies and taxes). 
Complexity of the systems becomes an obstacle to our understanding. Incorporating too much detail and 
realism in a socio-environmental model can lead to what is known as the Bonnini paradox: "A model is 
built in order to achieve understanding of an observed causal process, and the model is stated as being a 
simulation program in order that the assumptions and functional relations may be as complex and realistic 
as possible. The resulting program produces outputs resembling those observed in the real world, and 
inspires confidence that the real causal process has been accurately represented. However, because the 
assumptions incorporated in the model are complex and their mutual interdependencies are obscure, the 
simulation program is no easier to understand than the real process was." (Starbuck and Dutton 1971, 
14) 

An important distinction here is gathering as much information as possible (which, in most cases, is a 
good idea), versus including all the information in a representation such as a simulation model or a 
visualization (which, in most cases, is likely to be a bad idea). The desire to account for a multitude of 
possible features of the phenomena or object of interest is not surprising, given that we always strive for 
more realism. But human cognition has limitations: for example, it is well documented that the human 
working memory can handle only a limited number of ‘objects’ (or bits of information); more precisely we 
can process 4-7 objects at a time (Miller 1956; Cowan 2000). 

Dealing with system complexity is probably the biggest challenge in the art of modeling. Certain details 
about a system could be very important to define its current and future states, and we are likely to 
misrepresent the system evolution if we fail to include such details. Furthermore, the importance of 
various system components may also change with time and space: what is unimportant today may 
become crucial tomorrow, and vice versa. So, on the one hand, there is always a desire (and thus, a 
tendency) to make the model more complex, and to include as many details as possible.  

On the other hand, every new variable, process, relationship or parameter added to the model comes 
with additional uncertainty and ambiguity. As Oreskes (2003, 20) puts it: “A complex model may be more 
realistic yet at the same time more uncertain”. Complex models are hard to calibrate, hard to test, and 
hard to communicate. As a result, they are hard to trust, and thus are easily dismissed for, apparently, 
being “uncertain” and therefore unreliable. This is what we have witnessed with climate change 



simulations, when state-of-the-art Global Climate Models were criticized and ignored (Idso, Carter, Singer 
2016). They were labeled as 'too uncertain' and therefore inappropriate for management and policy-
making. 

There is much complaint that we are living in an increasingly complex world, which naturally requires 
more complexity in the models. Tainter (1988) describes how human societies gain complexity as they 
develop, which eventually brings them to a collapse. But is it really that the world is becoming more 
complex or is it just that we are trying to understand and capture more complexity? Arbesman (2016,13) 
claims that "We are in a new era, one in which we are building systems that can't be grasped in their 
totality or held in mind of a single person; they are simply too complex".  But this is something we do by 
choice. This brings us back to the Bonnini paradox. The world has always been infinitely complex. An 
individual human organism, with all the cells, tissues, fluids, organs, bacteria, viruses, interacting and 
constantly changing and adapting is probably no less complex than the whole society that assumes 
humans as entities that interact within; and environmental systems that interact with each other as well as 
with humans. While human created systems (social systems) indeed become increasingly complex (think 
of cities or the Internet), this does not mean that the world itself is becoming more complex. Complexity 
has always been there; it is only that we are daring to consider more complexity in our models, given that 
we can capture and computationally process more of it. In other words, it is very much up to us to decide 
how much complexity we need in our projects, and how much of it we can afford to deal with. The level of 
complexity we allow is defined by the purpose of modeling.  

We do not want to complain about complexity in our models. Complexity is by choice. According to the 
famous saying attributed to Einstein, "If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it yourself." If we 
revert to complexity in our models, this is probably due to a lack of understanding. In fact, it is easier to 
build a complex model than a simple one. However by allowing more complexity, we also defeat the very 
purpose of modeling, which is simplification.  

Still, we need to clarify that by recognizing the complexity paradox in modeling, by no means do we want 
to say that only simple models are relevant and that we should ignore the overwhelming complexity of our 
world. We would agree with Ostrom, Janssen, and Anderies (2007, 15176) who caution against assuming 
“that all problems of resource governance can be represented by a small set of simple models”. Analysis 
and decisions are not going to be simple, and should not rely on models that make false or oversimplified 
assumptions about the systems. But, as discussed earlier, making models overly complex is not going to 
be a solution as well, because of mounting uncertainty and loss of model controllability (‘Bonnini 
paradox’).  

We build models to manage complexity, not to ignore it. There are several ways to deal with complexity, 
besides simplifying the model itself.  

First, there is the model integration approach (Laniak et al 2013), when we learn to couple existing, 
previously designed components into new models. This does not automatically solve the problem of 
increasing complexity of models (Voinov and Cerco 2010), but it does allow us to build a hierarchy of 
models of various complexity levels and gives us a way to navigate through these different levels, as 
needed to address the different purposes of modeling. A complex modeling task can be decomposed into 
various small or simple modeling efforts, enabling different model builders to focus on their specific fields 
and develop well-tested atomic models of high quality.  

Secondly, by engaging stakeholders in the modeling process in the so-called participatory modeling 
exercises (Voinov et al. 2016). Stakeholders are groups of people who can impact the system we analyze 
or who may be impacted by it; they are the ones who have a ‘stake’ in that system. By bringing them into 
the modeling process we can introduce some safeguards to avoid going beyond the understanding and 
needs of these target user groups. Model users, stakeholders, in this case also become model 
developers and they also learn from the modeling process, and guide the modelers to the type of models 
that suit their needs best. During the modeling process, different stakeholders from different domains or 
disciplines can negotiate with each other, and thus engage in a joint effort that fully considers the diverse 
knowledge background, expertise levels, abilities, and other use requirements. Analyzing user needs and 
requirements, and moderating user participation as well as properly assessing the outcomes from 



observational or controlled user studies require careful deliberation and established procedures (e.g., 
Coolican 1990; Courage and Baxter 2005; Martin 2007). A naively conducted user study might lead to 
misguided decisions. 

Thirdly, we can better cope with complexity when we have appropriate tools to process, interpret and 
visualize models output. It has been shown that model output can be extremely complex and it requires 
additional efforts to make sense of it and to present it in ways coherent and useful to stakeholders (Lee et 
al., 2016). Often the output of models comes as numerous binary or decimal digits, which are hard to 
understand and use, especially for non-professional users, stakeholders, and decision-makers. Special 
efforts are needed to translate these results into meaningful graphics (e.g., tendency charts, statistical 
graphs, and 2D or 3D static or animated maps) or tables (e.g., hash tables or statistical tables) to better 
support communication and understanding.  

As we discuss below, all these approaches are relevant for the interface between modeling and VGE. 
2D/3D visualizations, or VR displays are the next generation of approaches that can be instrumental in 
translating the complex output of complex models into comprehensible, compelling scenarios and 
powerful stories, which, in turn, can further contribute to parameter adjustment, comparison of results and 
improved decision-making and management. However this will work only if we can properly manage the 
complexity of the VR visualizations themselves, making them user-specific (personalized), scalable and 
modular.   

VGE for modeling 
We believe that there are at least two ways how VGEs can be very useful for modeling purposes.  

First, realistic visualizations (such as VGEs) can be useful tools to engage users (Çöltekin, Pettit, and Wu 
2015; van Lammeren et al. 2010), and collect corresponding user data for modeling and exploring. For 
example, user behavior can be explored utilizing VGEs as visualization tools to learn how they interpret 
and understand visual information about the environment and how they react to this information (e.g., 
Lokka and Çöltekin 2016). In this case we can control the conditions in which we conduct the experiment. 
For example, in a wayfinding experiment, we can provide all participants with the same environmental 
conditions: same weather, same lighting, same traffic, stable temperature etc. Similarly we can use 
fictional VGEs and control for the possible effects of familiarity. Being able to control such additional 
factors allows for experimental control, and thus helps avoiding confounding variables. 

We can track human behavior and choices when reacting to situations created in the VR and learn how 
this information is used to make decisions (e.g., Regian, Shebilske, and Monk 1992; Bliss, Tidwell, and 
Guest 1997; Van Dam, Laidlaw, and Simpson 2002; Lin, Chen, and Lu 2013). Such knowledge acquired 
in VR experiments can then be used in our models to better describe the behavior of agents. For 
example, in agent based modeling, interaction agent models can be used to describe what messages 
agents need to exchange whilst collaborating on a specific goal. Agents as autonomous entities are 
particularly good enablers to model human interactions, and at the same time they facilitate separating 
tasks of modeling of the environment from tasks of modeling the agents’ actions and interactions. In this 
sense, VR can be used to elicit information about human behavior. This information obtained in VR 
experiments can also be useful for scoping the most relevant parts of the model of the environment in 
which the agents/humans are situated. This leads to the second utility of VGE. 

In line with the ‘engagement’ argument presented above, the second utility of VGEs as such is that, as 
powerful visualization tools, they can improve the communication of modeling results to the public. In 
other words, the consequences of a policy or environmental phenomenon can be simulated and 
presented in such a way that the non-experts (including the policy makers, who often rely on summary 
reports) would quickly comprehend their impact. For example, a VGE for hydrology modeling can be 
reused by disaster management responders or by population groups affected by floods; the dynamic 
visual scenario can be built based on these modeling results and thus even non-professional users can 
get the idea of what will happen. A set of agent based models describing the behavior of responders can 
be coupled with such a VGE to examine effectiveness of their actions in protecting public assets. Another 
set of agent based models describing population movement coupled with the same hydrology modeling 



VGE can be instead used to assess self evacuation timeliness to shelters as water levels rise (e.g., Li et 
al. 2012). More examples can be found in similar evacuation studies for other disasters (e.g., fire and 
earth earthquake) (e.g.,Torrens 2015a, 2015b, 2017; Li et al. 2014, 2015). On the other hand, because 
such a visualization may have quite a dramatic effect, the designer should be careful not to overwhelm 
and mislead the user, and the viewer should be able to view such a visualization critically (Çöltekin, 
Lokka, and Boer 2015).   

Similarly, such use of VGEs can help in transdisciplinary teams to communicate across disciplinary 
boundaries and find clearer understanding of the processes and systems involved. A VGE can be 
designed as a workspace to enable experts from different fields to share, reuse, integrate and implement 
socio-environmental models (Lin, Chen, and Lu 2013). It would thus serve for the developing of dynamic 
virtual scenarios and processes. For example, when a meteorologist and a hydrologist conduct joint 
simulations, VGEs can facilitate their discussion and experiments. The idea that the VR can be used for 
collaborative projects has been proposed along with the early instances of VR (e.g., Billinghurst, 
Weghorst, and Furness 1998; Goodchild, 2009); however, the technology has progressed rapidly in the 
last decades, and the potential of VR for collaborative work is possibly more realistic now than ever 
before. In such an environment, interdisciplinary experts can discuss and communicate remotely and 
distributedly through the network, looking at the provided synchronous visual and vivid virtual scenes that 
they can experience or perceive in   their daily life, rather than exploring highly specialized disciplinary 
figures or tables, which may not be always obvious and may hinder common understanding and 
collaborative research (e.g., Zhu et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2010; Xu et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2012). The users 
can explore diverse modeling strategies, scenarios or simulation schemes according to their different 
preferences and priorities, and compare the results that follow. Similarly, the decision makers can be 
involved, immediately sharing and explaining their requirements and values, potentially leading to more 
informed negotiations, consensus and improved management. 

While all of the above sounds very promising, such propositions have not yet been rigorously verified in 
proper, controlled user experiments, at least not at a level that would allow generalized statements. A 
VGE might help in some cases, while it might impair the user performance in other cases. This has been 
shown in some experimental studies using realistic displays, and named  ‘naive realism’.  The users 
preferred the realistic displays even though their performance was better with the simplified (more 
abstract) visualizations (Smallman and St. John 2005). Replications of this finding are rare with VGEs 
(Lokka and Çöltekin 2017), however they should not be overlooked.  

We see that there is a big contradiction between the main goals of modeling and VGEs. A main goal of 
VGEs has been to provide as much realism as possible (Lin and Batty 2009). The goal of VR, as the 
name suggests, has been to develop representations that would make presence in the virtual world 
almost impossible to distinguish from real life (Sherman and Craig 2002). Immersion and telepresence 
(thus realism) was about including reality as it is, and then adding even more to it. For example, a 
fundamental definition of virtual reality by MacEachren et al. (1999) proposes “four I’s”.r  immersion, 
interactivity, information intensity and intelligence of objects. Thus, the basic premise of the VR concept 
has indeed been such that the more details could be included to the virtual representations and the closer 
their appearance would match the human interpretations of reality, the better.  

This desire to “mimic reality” as an inherent feature in the VGEs is quite contrary to what modeling is 
about. As discussed earlier, modeling by definition is about simplification. If a VGE is to enhance the 
modeling toolkit, then it should also be selective of the details that it presents to the public.  For example, 
if we are trying to assist in directing the public to shelters, the focus could be on roads and lifelines 
leading to the shelters, and may be less detailed when it comes to present the texture of buildings or 
surrounding landscape features. We may also consider providing the aerial perspective in appropriate 
moments to to put more emphasis on the travel route (which gives a better overview than a first-person 
perspective), or combine multiple perspectives when it might enhance the comprehension and improve 
learning. In this case one might argue that we will be compromising one of the fundamental ideas of VR, 
as we would be projecting the 3D reality onto a 2D map. However, in a goal-driven system, this should 
not be a problem as long as our goal is better met. We do not want realism and VR to become a self-
serving goal on their own.  



VGEs should be made adaptive to focus on the message that the model delivers. We argue that in many 
cases too much realism in VGEs and too much detail can be detrimental for the message that we try to 
convey with the model (e.g., Smallman and John 2005). As with any visualization tool, VGEs have to be 
stripped of the unnecessary details to package the model results in a compelling way, taking into account 
the user community addressed (e.g., Lokka and Çöltekin 2017). For example, evacuees need only to be 
informed about the water levels and flow on the roads leading to shelters. Identifying the required details 
for the user community is akin to solving the ‘framing problem’ for each community of users. Note that, 
attempts to model the extent of relevance of particular details have been made in GIScience, but this is a 
complex problem in itself with many dimensions (e.g., Sabbata and Reichenbacher 2012). 

The frame problem from Artificial Intelligence (AI) is identifying the required parameters for an 
autonomous agent (robot) to execute their actions in a given environment (McCarthy and Hayes 1969). In 
other words, for VGEs to become effective, interfaces and built-in mechanisms are required to hide and 
show, on a need basis, parameters from the environment to the stakeholders. Of course, the challenge is 
discerning the needed parameters. In AI, this is often addressed by installing additional semantics 
(knowledge) to the parameters or providing learning mechanisms to expand the set of identified 
parameters as deemed necessary by the modelers (Dennett 2006). In VGEs, a human presence is 
anticipated as VGEs are in essence an IT system interface. Keeping this functional aspect of VGEs in 
mind, they can be enhanced to invite human contributions. It may well be enough to use such 
enhancement to a VGE to elicit human input when a decision with the provided parameters is deemed as 
‘risky’ or ‘uncertain’. For example, as discussed earlier, human presence coupled with a VR interface can 
provide additional behavioral information that can be used to determine the context of model usage (the 
same way a GUI window requests additional input when a mouse action seems spurious - e.g. a click on 
the ‘x’ box on the top right).     

Yet another challenge is the visualization of uncertainty (e.g., MacEachren et al., 2005). We are used to a 
single unique reality. But models produce ranges of outputs. How do we control the uncertainty caused by 
model integration? How do we present the uncertain model output in VGEs? When placing the model 
output in the context of VR, we may be creating a false impression that we know how the system will look, 
and how it will be changing. In fact, we would need to be able to add some ‘fuzziness’ in the VR that we 
are projecting. If we are using a VGE, for example, to demonstrate the extent of flooding that is output 
from a hydrology model, it would be wrong to present the results as exact areas and locations flooded. 
We need tools to demonstrate the possible extremes and perhaps their likelihoods (risk), as well as 
ranges of such extremes as generated by models. It appears that some form of ‘fuzziness’ in the 
visualization, implicitly conveys uncertainty, though the source of uncertainty is not easy to communicate. 
For example, it has been shown that people trust that the more realistic the visual models are, the better 
the data quality is (Zanola, Fabricant, and Çöltekin 2009), suggesting that one might convey uncertainties 
in the data by modifying the visualization design (e.g., using fuzzy edges, blur, etc.).  However, this is not 
quite the same as presenting the ranges or interval estimates that models often produce, and further 
thinking on visualization methods and empirical testing is necessary to find effective ways to visualize 
uncertainty inherent in models.  

While there is a growing body of new technologies for VGEs in modeling (e.g., Wen et al. 2013; Zhang et 
al. 2016), to date, little research has explored the contradiction between complexity and simplicity in 
spatio-temporal systems modeling and VGEs. The richness of information and data taken into account, 
often seen as a plus in science and engineering, does not immediately constitute an advantage in 
modeling, neither it is always a benefit in VGE. To the contrary, it acts as a detriment to the central 
functionality of a VGE, that being a friendlier IT interface. Added complexity clouds the ability of humans 
to reason effectively and quickly - when most needed (e.g. in emergency situations). Finding the ‘sweet 
spot’ between complexity and ease of use is yet to be investigated sufficiently to enable a systematic 
design of VGEs, especially when linked to simulation models.  

Discussion and conclusions 
At this point, the benefits and drawbacks of integrating VGEs and spatio-temporal modeling are not fully 
established, empirical studies on visualization provide mixed evidence regarding the advantages of 3D, 



and we see that 3D is not always better that 2D (Shepherd 2008). There are contradicting findings about 
whether some situations are better served with a 3D interface, and if so, which kind of 3D, under what 
design choices and/or in relation to which tasks and which user groups (Çöltekin, Lokka, and Zahne 
2016). The question becomes even more complex when we bring in the fourth dimension (time) and 
interactivity as in a VGE. For example, it remains yet to be seen to what extent the 4D visualizations that 
are offered by VGEs are useful to communicate modeling results to the stakeholders. Visualizing 
temporal phenomena is a challenge in itself (also beyond VGEs). There is some evidence that 
animations, for example, might not work as expected (e.g., see the literature review section presented by 
Russo et al. 2014).  

After all, the success of the human mind has been strongly associated with its ability to select what is 
most important in its perception of reality (Anderson 1991). When we look at a forest we want to see the 
forest, not the trees. There is only so much information that an ordinary human brain can effectively 
process (Miller 1956; Cowan 2000). By providing too much detail, and consuming the brain with 
processing these details we may only be distracting our users from the main message. These human 
abilities in processing details and their preferences on choosing the details to focus on are also very 
individual. For example, it is reported that as much as 20% of the population is not able to see in stereo 
(Ware 2004). It is important to remember that virtual reality is not defined solely by stereoscopic 
visualizations. According to various authors it is defined by several criteria; such as the above mentioned 
MacEachren et al.’s (1990) “four Is”: immersion, interactivity, information intensity and intelligence of 
objects. These “four Is” do not depend on stereoscopic viewing, even though stereoscopic viewing might 
increase the sense of presence and enhance the precision of spatial perception for certain tasks 
(McIntire, Having, and Geiselman 2014). Besides stereoscopic vision, however, 3D perception depends 
on many different depth cues (for a recent review see Reichelt et al., 2010). There is even evidence from, 
neurophysiological research that we collect visual information only in 2D, and it is our brains that 
transform the input into 3D visualizations to match our environment (Finlayson, et al., 2017). This also 
means that we all may be doing this transformation in slightly different ways, indeed adding subjectivity to 
our interpretation of the third dimension. When we add the fourth dimension, time, the results might get 
even more ambiguous. We are attached to our perceptions, which may be illusions or may be very real 
but in any case are largely driven by our background knowledge, our vested interests, cultural biases, and 
own values (Voinov et al. 2014; Glynn et al., 2017).   (Fig.1). 

 

Fig.1. The way people see things can be crucial for their 
decisions. It speaks to their System 1 thinking and may 
be very difficult to change.  
(https://plus.google.com/103488786418978849574/posts/
4r8nG6rFQfh) 

VGEs appear to be good if the goal is to impress, attract, engage, and perhaps distract from reality, and 



to immerse us into virtual worlds (Chen, Lin, and Lu 2017; Çöltekin, Lokka, and Zahne 2016). How good 
are they to explain, to connect, to improve understanding and learning? These are subjects of spatial 
cognition research. Generalizable answers are yet to be established. Perhaps a marriage with modeling 
and the influence of some of the principles borrowed from complex systems analysis paradigms such as 
systems thinking, which advocates looking at systems in their entirety focusing on interactions and 
connections between system elements, can affect VGEs, and move them toward new goals and ideas.  

John Hanke, Niantic CEO and developer of the PokemonGo app advocates for Augmented Reality (AR) 
instead of only VR:  "My thing about VR is I'm afraid it can be too good, in the sense of being an 
experience that people want to spend a huge amount of time in" (Batchelor 2017).  "In a VR situation, 
you’re isolating yourself from everyone around you and entering this completely virtual space. AR is 
designed to add, enhance the things you do as a human being: Being outside, socializing with other 
people, shopping, playing, and having fun. AR can make all those things better" (Johnson 2016). Along 
these lines, we perhaps ought to explore some of the ways in which we can augment geographic 
environments instead of merely creating virtual ones, so that model output can be directly projected into 
the reality by adding certain features for people to see and comprehend, without taking them entirely into 
the virtual world.  

Whether it is in AR or VR, just like models themselves, VGEs that are built to support modeling should be 
designed for specific purposes. In all cases, we should be clear what are these purposes, why are we 
doing this. What and for whom are the VGEs designed for? How are they going to be used? What are the 
elements of a model output that they are displaying, and how can they help us focus on what we think is 
most important in the model? Clearly, different users require different VGEs according to their different 
needs. Unless we are very clear how VGEs are to enhance our ability to understand and solve problems, 
we may only be building some self-serving tools. The reality created, instead of enhancing the model 
output and helping to make the right decisions, can overwhelm the human ability to properly understand 
the systems and to comprehend their evolution in time and space.   
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